
 
Patricia D. Hastings  

From: "Patricia D. Hastings" <hastings@aesop.rutgers.edu>
To: "MAINPAS" <mainpaspartners@aesop.rutgers.edu>; "Christian A. Wyenandt" 

<wyenandt@AESOP.RUTGERS.EDU>; <floyd.yoder@ag.state.nj.us>; <agp.zoltowski@ag.state.nj.us>
Cc: "Thomas Kasczoroski" <tkaczoro@dep.state.nj.us>; "George Good" <glg1@cornell.edu>; 

<mahar@aesop.rutgers.edu>; "William J. Bamka" <bamka@aesop.rutgers.edu>
Sent: Monday, August 16, 2004 1:26 PM
Subject: IMPT: Soybean rust/quarantine exemption template available from NY 
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Action: George Goode has provided that New York has a template for exemption application for soybean rust that may 
be of use to other mid-Atlantic states. See below for contact information. 

Background:  In New Jersey, Floyd Yoder provides that the NJDA is preparing a Section 18 request for New Jersey for 
soybean rust.  I have left word for Extension Specialist Andy Wyenandt and NJDEP Exemption Coordinator Tom 
Kasczoroski.  There appears to be outstanding information required for endangered species; perhaps this hurdle has 
been tackled in the Cornell template.  There will be separate postings to the NJinPAS listservs on this issue. 

Resources:   See emails from George Good and Will Smith below. 

APHIS PEST ALERT on Soybean Rust : http://www.aphis.usda.gov/ppq/ep/soybean_rust/ 
Soybean Rust: Is the U.S. Soybean Crop At Risk?:http://www.apsnet.org/online/feature/rust/   

  
To: jrv1@cornell.edu ; jea@psu.edu ; hastings@AESOP.RUTGERS.EDU  

Sent: Monday, August 09, 2004 3:59 PM 
Subject: Fwd: Re: soybean rust/quarantine exemptions 
 
Jim, John and Patricia, I have been sitting on this for a couple of  
weeks waiting to see if the other active ingredients listed in the  
quarantine exemption that was submitted on behalf of NYS by Will  
Smith, PMEP, were approved.  But as of this date, only the two  
mentioned in Will's email of a couple of weeks ago have been approved  
for use in managing soybean rust when it appears in the United States  
when the disease is finally detected in the USA.  Other states in our  
region may be interested in this news.  Also, if any of the other  
states are interested in applying for this exemption, Will would be  
willing to share the template (electronically) with other states that  
are interested in doing so.  It may make the job a little easier for  
others. 
 
We hope to submit another quarantine exemption to cover snap and dry  
beans sometime in the future.  The concern is similar for these crops  
if the disease does show up in the USA. 
 
--- begin forwarded text 
 
 
Date: Tue, 27 Jul 2004 19:47:03 -0400 (EDT) 
Subject: Re: soybean rust/quarantine exemptions 



From: "William Gerald Smith" <wgs1@cornell.edu> 
To: "George Good" <glg1@cornell.edu> 
X-Priority: 3 
Importance: Normal 
The Environmental Protection Agency has granted quarantine 
exemptions to New York State for the following pesticides (see 
below) to control soybean rust when it is determined that the 
disease actually exists in New York and the other soybean-growing 
states.  These pesticides were requested as a precautionary measure 
in case the disease appears here in the United States during the 
2004 growing season.  They cannot be legally applied until the 
disease has been identified in the field. The approved pesticides 
are: 
 myclobutanil (Laredo EC,Laredo EW) and propiconazole (Tilt, 
Propimax EC,  and Bumper) on soybeanrust. 
 
Next week the EPA mailgram with use directions and labeling will be 
posted on the PMEP website 
 
William G. Smith, Senior Extension Associate 
Pesticide Management Education Program/ 
Pesticide Sales and Use Reporting 
Mailing Address: 
 Department of Entomology 
 5123 Comstock Hall 
 Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853 
 Ph. 607-255-1866 (secretary) 
 Ph. 607-255-1865 (Comstock office) 
 Fax 607-255-3075 
Pesticide Sales and Use Reporting 
 Cornell Business and Technology Park 
 20 Thornwood Drive, Suite 106 
 Ithaca, New York  14850 
 Ph. 607-257-5706 
 Fax 6070257-5709 
e-mail: wgs1@cornell.edu 
http://pmep.cce.cornell.edu 
> 
 -- 
 George L. Good 
 Professor of Ornamental Horticulture 
 Director, Pesticide Management Education Program 
 5-3137, 5-1866 
 glg1@cornell.edu 
 
--- end forwarded text 
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